
Using Double Sampling Inspection in a Manufacturing Plant

By D. B. KEELING and L. E. CISNE

THE necessity for quality control in a manufacturing plant arises from

the fact that all units of product cannot be made identical. To limit

variations and attain controlled uniformity some sort of inspection must be

established. It has been the experience of the Western Electric Company
that quality control may be attained most economically by the use of a

sampling inspection wherein only a portion of the entire output is examined

for desired quality characteristics.

Advantages which have been gained through the use of sampling inspec-

tion, and with no adverse effect on previously existing quality levels, are:

a reduction in the cost of inspection by economies in inspection time; a

reduction in the amount of scrap produced by making available for super-

visory action useful records of the results of inspection; and as an end result,

the attainment of uniform quality of a satisfactory level.

It is the purpose of this paper to provide a detailed method of procedure

that has proved successful in establishing and maintaining one type of

sampling—the "Average Outgoing Quality Limit" Double Sampling Plan.

Statistically determined tables of lot sizes and corresponding sample sizes

which guarantee a certain degree of protection have been used by the West-

ern Electric Company for approximately fifteen years. They were fur-

nished by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and have recently been made
generally available in an article published in the January 1941 issue of the

Bell System Technical Journal. 1 A typical sampling table, reproduced

from the preceding article, is shown in Fig. 1.

Briefly stated, the AOQL Double Sampling Plan involves the examination

on a "go—no go" basis of a specified number of articles taken at random

from a large group. The acceptance or rejection of this group is usually

made on the basis of results obtained from the first sample alone. How-

1 The AOQL Double Sampling Tables specifically referred to in the present article are

Tables DA-0.1 to DA-10.0 shown on pages 49-61, inclusive, of a preceding article: H. F.

Dodge and H. G. Romig, "Single Sampling and Double Sampling Inspection Tables",
Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., pp. 1-61, Jan. 1941. These tables give sample sizes and allowable
numbers of defectives for a variety of AOQL values, lot sizes, and process average values.

The sampling table reproduced in Fig. 1 is based on an AOQL value of 1.5 per cent defec-

tive. In tables prepared for shop use, it has been found preferable to use a notation

slightly different from that shown in Fig. 1, specifically to use AN instead of c to represent

"allowable number of defectives" and to use SS instead of n to represent "sample size".

The shop notation is used in the present article. It should be noted that, in the original

article, C was generally referred to as an allowable number of "defects", since primary
attention was given to inspection of a single characteristic. See footnote 2 for explana-

tion of the terms "defective" and "defect".
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INSPECTION IN MANUFACTURING PLANT 39

ever, if the results from the first sample are not conclusive, an additional

sample is examined before disposition of the lot is made.

The particular type of articles to which this plan has been applied are

products consisting of individual parts, sub-assemblies, or completed ap-

paratus, which, at the various stages of production where control is neces-

sary, are the result of repetitive operations capable of considerable uni-

formity. The plan has also been applied to some extent on completed

products and purchased materials where there is evidence that the product

is of reasonable uniformity even though the quality history is meager or

unavailable.

1. Steps in Setting up a Double Sampling Lot Inspection Plan

1.1 Analysis of the Production Process

In order to determine the applicability of the Double Sampling Plan to

existing inspection operations it is necessary to examine the manufacturing

and inspection processes and all data available regarding past quality per-

formance, such as records of per cent defective, consumers' complaints, etc.

The following outline should serve not only as a measuring stick to deter-

mine the applicability of Double Sampling but also as an index of the con-

ditions to be met for the successful use of Double Sampling with any in-

spection operation.

1.11 The lot, or group of articles to be examined, should consist of

product which is available in its entirety for acceptance or rejection at

one time. For sampling purposes, the lot should have characteristics

which are the result of a common system of causes. By this it is meant

that the lot should, as far as possible, consist of articles made from

relatively uniform raw material by operators of equivalent skill and by
machines or methods of equivalent precision. If there is evidence of

appreciable variation between corresponding machines, operators, or

materials, it is desirable to confine a lot to the output of one machine,

one operator, or one batch of material, in order to isolate a uniform group

of product suitable for sampling inspection.

In brief, Double Sampling may be applied to the output of any repeti-

tive unit operation capable of sufficient uniformity. However, unless

immediately essential for economic reasons, it need not be applied at the

particular time such an operation is completed, provided succeeding

operations do not modify the inspection item under consideration.

1.12 In order to gain the maximum advantage from the use of Double

Sampling, it is necessary that lots be as large as the limitation of uni-

formity will allow so that protection and control may be achieved with
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a minimum sample size relative to the number of units in the lot. The

fact that proportionately smaller sample sizes are used with the larger

lot sizes may be seen by reference to the Sampling Table of Fig. 1.

In sampling from larger lots it becomes increasingly important in

practice to observe certain precautions in order to take care of instances

where the lot may not be homogeneous; specifically, each sample should

be a group of articles taken at random from different locations throughout

the lot so that it will represent an impartial cross section of the lot.

1.13 It is necessary for the successful operation of any sampling in-

spection that at all times there be a known standard of acceptability for

the individual article, that is, a definite description of the requirement

for each inspection item and reliable measuring equipment against which

product may be conclusively checked. Practically, this condition will

be realized when the characteristic is defined in such a manner that differ-

ent observers will obtain consistent results.

1.14 The theoretical background of the plan assumes the repair or

elimination of all defectives2 in samples of accepted lots, as well as all

defectives in rejected lots before such lots are passed.

In order to accomplish this, close cooperation between production and

inspection personnel is required in assuring that rejected lots are thor-

oughly cleared of all defectives, since failure to comply with this funda-

mental part of the procedure destroys the very foundation of the plan.

1.2 Selection of Proper Double Sampling Table

Tables are provided for' a variety of Average Outgoing Quality Limit (AO

QL) values and Process Average classes. The AOQL value is the maximum

value of average per cent defective in the product after inspection, which the

sampling plan will assure over a long period of time, no matter how defective

the product submitted for inspection may be. The process average is the

normal per cent defective which is to be expected from the process.

To determine what AOQL valve should be adopted, it is necessary to

decide upon a maximum average per cent defective which may be permitted

in the product without serious consequences to the user. Product which is

of such a nature that defects will be eliminated in subsequent operations

may be assigned a rather generous AOQL, and conversely, product which

by its relation to the entire assembly may cause considerable inconvenience

2 A defective is defined as an individual article that fails to meet the requirements for

one or more inspection items. A defect, however, is defined as a failure to meet a require-

ment for a single quality characteristic for which inspection is made. It follows that when

several characteristics are inspected, an individual article may have several defects, yet

be only a single defective.
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if it fails to meet requirements, usually warrants a strict AOQL. A rather

generous AOQL may be assigned to inspection features which are considered

relatively unimportant. In other cases the use of sampling may be defi-

nitely inadvisable due to the importance of the requirement from a func-

tional standpoint or from the standpoint of the possible effect of a failure

upon the safety or health of an individual.

As a guide in the selection of the AOQL, the following table is given,

showing values that have been found to be satisfactory for the product
listed. These percentage values of AOQL represent per cent of articles

defective; if more than one defect is found on an article, the article is counted
as one defective. Here, as elsewhere throughout the paper, all figures relate

to number of defectives and per cent ol articles defective rather than num-
ber of defects.

Description Requirtments AOQL
Machine Screws 5 Dimensions 2.0%
Hexagon Nuts Visual Inspection 2.0%

after Zinc Plating

Twin Eyelets 6 Dimensions and 3.0%
4 Visual Requirements

Relay Coils* Inductance and 1.0%
Electrical Breakdown

Misc. Completed Resistance .5%
Electrical Apparatus

The process average is commonly determined by summarizing the results

of the first samples inspected during a representative period and may usually
be obtained if there has been a previous inspection with associated records.

In case suitable records are not available, an approximation may be made
on the basis of an examination of a number of random samples selected

from product of current manufacture. This will be a tentative figure and
may require revision when data accumulated from the operation of the
Double Sampling Plan are available.

1 .3 Issuance of the Inspection Layout—Fig. Z

After the AOQL value has been established, definite instructions in the
form of a Sampling Layout (See Fig. 2) should be provided for the use of the
inspector. The layout should contain a list of the inspection items for

which inspection is required. It should also contain a copy of the sampling
table selected, a description of the material to be inspected, AOQL value,
process average and other information which is of importance either in using
or in maintaining the Double Sampling Plan.

* This is a process check for these requirements which is supplemented by another
sampling inspection after assembly.
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Fig. 2

1.4 Records

This section contains a description of the running records and clerical

operations which are used for supervisory control. The records are "Lot

by Lot Record of Statistical Sampling Inspection", and "Summary of Re-

sults of Inspection", shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
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Fig. 3

77/e Lo/ by Lot Record of Statistical Sampling Inspection—Fig. 3

On this form the inspector records the results of his inspection at the

time of his observation. An examination of Fig. 3 will indicate how

the form is filled out.
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The Summary of Results of Inspection—Fig. 4

This form is kept with the inspection layout and the Lot by Lot

Records. Entries are made as indicated on Fig. 4. Clerical opera-

tions involved in making the necessary computations are explained in

the following paragraphs.

1.41 FA (Process Average)

The Process Average should be computed at least once every six

months, and more frequently when conditions warrant. Only data
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accumulated since the last computation should be used. When it is

known that the quality of the product has changed significantly during

the period, use only the data collected since the change.

Record the results of all process average computations and the periods

covered by them in the space provided on the sampling layout.

1.42 Periodic Totaling of Lot by Lot Record and Posting on Summary of

Results Form, Fig. 4

The following columns on the Lot by Lot Record should be totaled

at intervals, and may, for contrast, be marked in red:

No. of
Lois

Lot
Size

1st Sample
SS Def.

2nd Sample
Total

List of Defects

in 1st Sample
Total by Columns

X X X X X XXXX etc.

Totals after approximately 20 entries are generally considered satis-

factory. The required totals are then posted to the Summary Form,

Fig. 4.

1.43 Per Cent Defective

The purpose of this figure is to show the average quality of the product

as received by the inspector during the period covered and is obtained by

dividing the total number of defectives found in first samples by the total

number of articles inspected in first samples, and multiplying by 100.

Only the results of the first samples are used, in order to accord equitable

treatment to all lots.

1.44 Control Chart

The per cent defective is plotted on the graph at the right of the sum-

mary form (Fig. 4). Control Limit Lines are drawn around the process

average to indicate the variation that may be expected due to random

sampling. These control limits are determined by the following for-

mulae3
:

Upper Control Limit! _ _

for fraction defective] *

Lower Control Limit4

for fraction defective

3 The considerations involved in the establishment of control chart limits are discussed

in ASA Standards Zl. 1-1941 and Zl. 2-1941, "Guide for Quality Control and Control
Chart Method of Analyzing Data". In this case, 2-sigma limits have been chosen. For
this particular application within the manufacturing plant over a period of years, this

choice has appeared to strike an economic balance with respect to the net consequences of

two kinds of "errors" that may occur in practice; namely, looking for trouble that does not
exist and not looking for trouble that does exist.

4 If this result is negative, the lower control limit is to be taken as zero.

m/
p
"

(v-p)

2,/P<1 --p)



Where p = Process average fraction defective

n = Average number of articles in first samples inspected

during the summary period.

For example, the records for a typical period of 10 weeks might show

the following:

Total number of articles inspected in first samples = 16,400

Process average fraction defective = p = .00557 or .56%

^ 16,400
thus, n =

Hence:

10
= 1640 articles

Upper Control Limit = .00557 + 2 jJ

-

00557 (1 - .00557)

1640
" = .00557 + .00368

« « << = .00925 = .93%

Lower Control Limit = .00557 - .00368

" = .00189 = .19%

2. Application of the Double Sampling Plan by the Inspector

The following flow chart illustrates in sequence the basic steps involved

in the inspection of a lot.

Inspect First Sample

T
If the Number of Defectives

found in the First Sample

Does not exceed

the AN of the First

Sample

i

Exceeds the AN of the First

Sample but does not exceed the

AN of the First and Second
Samples combined

Inspect Second Sample

i

If the Number of Defectives

found in the First and Second
Samples Combined

Exceeds the AN of

the First and Second
Samples combined

Does not exceed the

AN of the First and
Second Samples
Combined

Exceeds the AN of

the First and Second
Samples Combined

Pass the Lot Detail or Reject the Lot

46
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An example of the operation of this chart is shown below:

Example:
AOQL = 1.5%
Process Average = .56%
Lot Size = 4615

On consulting the sampling table on the layout, which is information ob-

tained from the table for AOQL = 1.5%, Process Average Column .31-

.60% (see Fig. 1), it will be found that for a lot of 4001-5000 parts the fol-

lowing sample sizes (SS) and allowable numbers of defectives (AN) are

shown:

Lot Size First Sample Total Sample
SS AN Add. Total AN

4001-5000 55 120 175 4

This means that for the first sample 55 parts should be selected and com-

pletely inspected for all items covered by the Sampling Layout. In order

that the per cent defective may be accurately determined for control pur-

poses, a complete inspection of the first sample must be made regardless of

how defective it may be. If five or more defectives are found in the sample

of 55 parts, the lot should be rejected or detail inspected, or otherwise dis-

posed of as shown on the layout.

If no defectives are found in the 55 parts, the lot should be passed.

If one, two, three, or four defectives are found in the 55 parts, the second

sample of 120 additional parts should be selected.

In the combined sample of 175 parts, a total of four defectives is allowed,

if a total of five defectives is found before all of the 175 parts are inspected,

sampling should be discontinued and the lot disposed of as indicated on the

layout.

If less than five defectives are found in the combined sample of 175 parts,

the lot should be passed.

2.1 Counting the Lot Size

The determination of the lot size may be made by weighing methods or

careful estimates. It has been found in practice that an estimate which is

within 20% of the true value of lot size is satisfactory for sampling purposes.

2.2 Counting the Sample Size

Since the relation between corresponding Lot Sizes and Sample Sizes

for a particular AOQL is not linear the same order of accuracy of count

does not prevail. If, in using a given sampling table, a sample smaller than

that prescribed is taken, the result is to increase the AOQL, and if a sample

larger than that prescribed is taken, the result is to decrease the AOQL and

increase the cost of inspection.

Counting becomes a simple matter when articles are handled in compart-
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ment boxes or when the gage or testing device provides for automatic count

Regardless of what method of counting is used there should be agreement

between the size of sample selected and sample size indicated in the sampling

table.

2.3 Reinspection of Rejected Lots

In order to guarantee the protection promised by a particular Double

Sampling Plan it is required that a rejected lot be completely cleared of all

defects. The rejected material should be repaired and returned for rein-

spection as one lot. It should then be reinspected for all inspection items

using the sample size that would normally apply to a new lot of the same

size. If a defect is found during reinspection it is evident that proper re-

pair or sorting has not been accomplished. Such a lot should, of course,

not be considered acceptable until all defects are removed.

In the Lot-by-Lot Record, the results of resampling of rejected lots are

recorded on a separate line and the entry circled or otherwise identified so

that it will not be included with the results of first samples on the Summary
Form.

3. Supervision of the Double Sampling Plan

In order that maximum advantage may be gained from the use of Double

Sampling Lot Inspection it is necessary that attention be given to the topics

listed below. Upon proper attention to these factors depends the effective-

ness of the Plan.

3.1 Changes in AOQL

There is no assurance that the value originally selected for an AOQL will

continue to be the most satisfactory in view of changing factors relating to

the product, such as:

3.11 Changes in design of the product or changes in the requirements for

inspection items may increase or decrease the trouble caused by the ac-

ceptance of defective parts and therefore will occasion a review of the

AOQL value.

3.12 New methods of manufacture that change the difficulty and there-

fore the cost of making a product will necessitate a reconsideration of the

AOQL value.

3.13 An excessive number of complaints or other reports of difficulty

from succeeding stages of manufacture or from customers may indicate

too large an AOQL.

3.14 If no significant changes such as those mentioned above exist and

there are repeated lot rejections, it would appear that quality is unsatis-
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factory. However, it should be determined whether or not succeeding

operations can possibly tolerate more defectives than they are actually

receiving and, if this is the case, the AOQL may profitably be increased.

3.2 Changes in Process Average

The economy of the sampling plan tends to decrease when the level of

quality of the product shifts outside the range of process average on which

the layout was based. The sampling table on the layout should ordinarily

be changed whenever the process average shifts from one range to another.

However, before reissuing the layout, the reason for the shift should be

determined. If the process average has been reduced, an attempt should

be made to make the change permanent; or if it has been increased, the

cause should be eliminated.

3.3 Interpretation of the Control Chart on "Summary of Results of Inspection"

Form

It is very important to review the Control Chart of per cent defective (Fig.

4) frequently as it is an index of the success of the sampling plan. Not all

fluctuations of the per cent defective are significant. Even though the

quality of the product is controlled, the results of sampling inspection may

produce fluctuations in the indicated per cent defective. These variations

are measured by a simple control chart on the "Summary" form which em-

ploys control limits for values of per cent defective. As long as the plotted

points of the per cent defective remain within control limits the fluctuations

are no greater than may reasonably be expected from a uniform manufac-

turing process. However, if a point goes above the upper control limit,

the cause may be defective workmanship, defective raw materials, or even

a change in the severity of inspection. If a point goes below the lower con-

trol limit, the cause may be an improvement in quality or a change in the

definition of a defect through misinterpretation or changes in inspection

equipment or method of check. If the curve of the plotted points hugs

either limit line or shows a definite trend toward one side or the other, a

significant change in the quality of the product is indicated.

In order to achieve control of the quality of a manufactured product,

direct and immediate action must be taken in order to stem unfavorable

trends. The presence or absence of a satisfactory quality level may be

detected by means of inspection, but such a level can only be originated and

maintained by adequate manufacturing methods and equipment in the

hands of a quality-minded producing personnel.

3.4 Changes in the Definition of a Defect

Either laxity or severity of inspection may cause the "reported" per cent

defective to show significant changes even though the actual per cent defec-
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tive is unchanged. This may result from a change in the definition of a

defect; that is, the same condition may at times be considered defective and

at other times acceptable. This happens most frequently in border-line

cases. To avoid such variations it is necessary that the condition that

constitutes a defect be clearly defined and strictly followed in all inspections.

3.5 The Abnormal Existence of One Kind of Defect

When the sampling scheme includes the inspection for several different

requirements, the Allowable Number may at times be exceeded because of

one kind of defect only. In other words, the lot would be satisfactory if

this one kind of defect did not exist. If the same defect persists for. several

lots, it should receive definite supervisory attention. If substantial im-

provement is not feasible, it may be convenient to remove the inspection

item to a separate sampling layout.

3.6 Abnormal Distribution of Defectives

Occasionally there may be reason to believe that a group of parts sub-

mitted for inspection is not uniform in quality throughout, that is, not a

true lot as defined in the early part of the paper. Such a group should be

divided into homogeneous sections and each section sampled separately.

However, when this happens, subsequent lots for sampling purposes should

be similarly subdivided, that is, they should be confined to the output of

one source at a time; for example, one machine, one operator, or one batch

of material, etc., based on one system of causes, so that control of quality

at each source may be applied, and the consumer protected from receiving

spotty product.

In addition to the specific steps followed in establishing and operating a

sampling plan it must always be remembered that, since relatively impor-

tant decisions concerning the acceptance of product hinge upon the results

of an examination of a small group of parts, inspection must be conscientious

and accurate. In order to guarantee the order of protection promised by

the sampling plan, the results of inspection and the prescribed procedure

for disposing of individual lots must be regarded with thorough respect.


